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TURNOVER AND RESULTS

For the Year under review, the Group has made further effort

in implementing its strategies on high technology business,

with the aim to gradually retreat from the processing

operations and enter into the high technology businesses.

Meanwhile, the Group has also made appropriate adjustments

to its unhealthy assets. Accordingly, the overall results of the

Group for the Year were significantly improved over the

previous year.

The Group has achieved a net profit after tax of HK$13.7

million compared to a loss of HK$149.72 million last year,

and turnover is HK$244.11 million, representing a decrease

by 65 percent as compared with last year. Basic earnings/

(loss) per share has improved from a loss of 10 cents per

share in 1999 to an earning of 1 cent per share for the Year.

The directors do not recommend the payment of a dividend

for the Year.

Detailed discussion of the results and operation review for

the Year are set out in the section headed "Management

Discussion and Analysis" in this annual report.

Keyboard manufacturing

Under the external market conditions of  increasing

competition and shrinking profitability of the processing

operation, the profit margin of products has decreased.

Furthermore, the Group had not reached any further

agreement with the profit guarantor of Goodnice International

Limited (“Goodnice”) with respect to the technical support,

marketing and management upon expiry of the profit

guarantee period on 31st December 1999 which materially

and adversely affected the operation.

In view of the above mentioned factors in particular and the

vested strategy of the Group of retreating gradually from the

processing and manufacturing operation in general, the Group
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decided to dispose of this operation and redeploy the Group’s

resources to further develop new high technology projects.

The Group is of the view that such arrangement is the best

available under the circumstances in view of the uncertain

outlook for this manufacturing operation. Accordingly, the

gain on disposal of Goodnice has been included in the

accounts.

Watches and timepieces manufacturing and distribution

Everbright EB Brand Limited (“EB Brand”), a wholly-owned

subsidiary of the Group, distributes adidas and Seiko watches

through its network as the general distributor and regional

agent respectively in the People’s Republic of China (“PRC”),

in addition to sel l ing its own EB watches through its

distribution network in the PRC market. As the major network

of the Group, the wholly-owned subsidiaries of EB Brand have

a nationwide network of 440 retails outlets in 35 major cities

in the PRC and have 10 years’ experience in sales through

the distribution network. EB Brand’s extensive network in

the PRC can provide a strong support of marketing services,

delivery and distribution, settlement of transactions and after-

sale services in development of other businesses of the Group.

Communication products distribution

In order to speed up the implementation of e-Commerce

business strategies, a 65% equity interest in China Everbright

Telecom-Land Network Limited (“Telecom-Land Network”)

was sold to an independent third party, GMAI-Asia.Com Inc.

(“GMAI-As ia”). Telecom-Land Network is engaged in

communication equipment business. The consideration was

satisfied by the allotment and issuance of 168,104 shares in

the capital of Greg Manning Auctions Inc. (“GMAI”, a company

listed on NASDAQ in USA and the holding company of GMAI-

Asia) in equivalent value. GMAI is a global e-Commerce

company and internet merchant with operation in Asia, Europe

and North America. Upon the completion of this transaction,

the Group’s interest in the communication equipment business

was reduced form 75% to 35%.
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FUTURE PLAN

Due to the decline in the e-business worldwide in the Year,

the Group has redirected the e-Commerce business strategies

to invest in high technology business. The Group will not

limit in developing e-Commerce business in the future.

Meanwhile, the Group will emphasize the investment in

information system, software and biotechnology medication

such as “Genetics Biochip” and “Protein Biochip”. The Group

will also select the new investment projects which have

potential listing in stock exchange market.

The management team of the Company is further reinforced

in the area of finance, corporate development and operations.

To capture the new investment opportunities arising from

recovering economy in the Asia Pacific region, the Group has

repositioned itself to develop long term strategies and business

development plans and sustain long term growth.

Through improving the Group’s profit  structure and

reinforcing the management and internal controls, the Group

has achieved a record high profit after tax of approximately

HK$13.7 million.

As at the end of year 2000, the Group had net assets of

approximately HK$514.73 million. The Group presently holds

liquid fund of over HK$200 million which provide adequate

working capital to support the growth of its existing

businesses and the diversification into new ventures.

APPRECIATION

On behalf of the Board, I would like to take this opportunity

to extend my appreciation to all members of the management

and staff for their hard work, loyalty and dedication. I would

like to offer my sincere gratitude to all our customers,

shareholders as well as business associates for their continued

support and advice. The Group expects their continuous

support and contribution will make aspiring achievement in

the coming year.

Wang Shaolan

Chief Executive Officer

Hong Kong, 23 April 2001


